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3 of 3 review helpful Golf Claps By B Thornton Golf is an odd bird I personally took up golf to Hang in there with my 
boss and salespersons from work Still it seems is has as many unwritten rules as it does written rules This book is a 
quick n dirty guide that covers the PGA written protocols as well as the house rules that you friends may or may not 
throw out during your four man scramble All this How to stick to the rules and avoid the traps of the game Filled with 
tips and anecdotes from the pros plus the 34 rules of golf this ideal companion to the top selling Golf For Dummies 
2nd Edition includes Expert advice on the do s and don ts of golf etiquette from dress code to betting on the game 
Advice on how to survive a business golf outing plus tips on behavior as both a spectator and a player The inside From 
the Back Cover hellip something anyone who picks up a golf club should read Billy Casper Hall of Fame golfer and 
Masters Champion A delightful mixture of history rules and etiquette hellip As much fun for the beginner as it is for 
the scratch gol 
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